
6.A.5.N plus 6.A.5.N plus

Remember to take your homework to school to show your teacher, then you can 
take it home and play the games again.  

Making squares

The games and activities on this homework 
sheet will help your child to explore:
• properties of shapes
• problem solving strategies
• nets of 3D shapes 

These activites get children exploring maths 
and discovering maths. You can help your 
child in their discoveries. Together you can 
enjoy the exciting world of maths.

Shapes             

Name                                                     

Here three squares of the same size are overlapped to make five squares:
Can you find them all?

The greatest number of squares 
you can make by overlapping three 
squares of the same size is eight.

What is the maximum number of squares 
you can make with four identical squares?
Draw your answer below.

What is the maximum number of squares 
you can make with five identical squares?
Draw your answer below.

For this activity you will need to draw squares by connecting only four dots.
Here three squares have been started. One side has been drawn.
Complete each square and work out its area.

Overlapping squares

You need
• squared paper 

Use this answer box to show how the 
three squares are arranged.

Area = Area = Area = 

On the grid below, draw two different squares and work out the area of each square. 
Remember, lines may only touch dots at the corner of the square,  
so                   and                are not allowed. 

Hint:  It helps to do your working 
out on squared paper first.



a game for 2 players

6.A.5.N plus

Making triangles
a practical activity for 2 people     

Other things to try
• Use isometric paper to play the game making  

octahedron nets.
• Find out how many different octahedron nets you can make.

Cube net challenge 
a game for 2 players

Other things to try
• Make some more triangles and use them to make patterns.
• Draw one of the patterns you made.

Follow these instructions carefully to make first an equilateral triangle, then an isosceles 
triangle.Here is the net of a cube. 

There are 10 other ways of arranging six squares to make a cube.
The aim of this game is for each player to draw as many different cube nets as possible 
in three minutes.
Duplicates (rotations and reflections) are not allowed. For example 
  and count as the same net.

Before you start
• set the timer to three minutes
• make sure each player has squared paper and a pencil

To play the game
• start the timer
• each player draws as many cube nets as possible
• both players put their pencils down when three minutes is up

You need
• at least 4 sheets of 

A4  paper

You need
• squared paper
• a pencil each
• a timer

Remember 
to read the 
instructions 
before you  

play the  
game

Min Sec
Start

Reset

Equilateral triangle instructions:

Isosceles triangle instructions:

Fold in half and 
open again

Hold one corner down and roll the other 
corner until it touches the middle fold line

Fold

Fold one edge 
onto the other

Fold one edge 
onto the other

Turn over

Turn over Isosceles  
Triangle

Fold one edge 
onto the other

Tuck the edge 
under

Equilateral 
Triangle

Points:
Gain 2 points for each correct net.

Lose 2 points if the net is incorrect or if it is a duplication of one already drawn.

Gain 1 point for each net that your partner has not drawn. 

I played the game

with

Signed

The player with the most points wins the game.


